DEFEND is a liquid polymer combination which provides a protective coating to fibers. Inhibits penetration of liquid stains and soil. Result is fewer rejects and extended fabric life.

Where to Use

- DEFEND is needed in commercial, hospitality, health care, and institutional laundries to reduce rejects, alleviate the detergency process, and to prolong fabric life.

Features

1. DEFEND drastically reduces linen replacement.
2. Reduces severity of washing procedure.
3. DEFEND provides protection from wash to wash.
4. Easy to apply.
5. Shortens extract times.
6. DEFEND reduces rejects.
7. Protects against fading of dyes due to sunlight and repeated washings.
8. DEFEND reduces production time.
9. Color: Natural

For specific usage instructions, please contact your local U.N.X. Representative. After a comprehensive survey of your operation, a customized procedure will be developed.